
Fold the dotted lines using the
edge of a ruler to get a straighter
fold. 
Fold all lines down from
coloured side like so:

Glue or tape the “paste” tabs under
the side nose fold.

Attach the nose by slotting ‘Tab A’ 
on the nose into the ‘Tab A’ slit on
the mask and glue to under side.
Do so for all labelled Tabs.
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*Cut along the dotted
lines with a craft knife.

Place sticky tape over tab
for added strength, then
make a hole using a hole
punch. Tie a length of string
or elastic to each side so it
holds to childs face.
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- coloured pencils
- scissors
- craft knife
- glue or sticky tape
- string or elastic

MATERIALS NEEDED

nose

face mask

TIGER maskTIGER mask
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